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Yoga Movement Magic and Healing the Womb Space 
 

 

 

The root and sacral chakras are the space of grounding your existence to the earth and the 

earth’s energies. The sacral chakra is home of your womb space; the space of your innate 

feminine wisdom. 

Deep breathe warm, love, and healing energy into your root and sacral chakras. Feel at peace if 

your uterus has been surgically removed. The womb’s energy, creativity, and wisdom is always 

present, it is part of your female essence.   

In learning yoga for healing the chakras, we learn to bring energy to this womb space. This self -

healing act is a huge step in releasing past traumas and opening your chakras and whole body 

energy system to break up energy blockages and allow the natural flow of healing energy 

throughout your body. 

 

 

 

I love this picture as it depicts the 
womb space in all of its glory and wisdom! 
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Why I love yoga… because it works!  Yoga works on many levels.  The word yoga comes from 

the Sanskrit word yuj and means to yoke or bind. Yoga is often interpreted as a method of 

discipline that brings union (yoking or binding) to body, mind, and spirit. Yoga is the study of the 

Self.  Yoga gives us tools to improve our lives by stripping away the illusions that block us from 

connecting with our true self, with others, and with life itself.  

Yoga connects us to our breath, the breath of life, our life force energy. Yoga opens energy 

blocks so your innate life force healing energy can flow unimpeded. Through yoga movement 

and the focus on breath (life force energy) we open the energy blocks in our aura, chakras, and 

nadis (meridians in Chinese medicine). Who doesn’t want or need that? 

The top image below shows you the primary nadis running around the chakras. The next image 

shows the aura (energy field) around a human being and the nadis (meridian lines) running 

throughout the body.  

 

       

 

                                                           http://energyhealinginstitute.org/nadi-nadi-nadi/
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Yoga for opening the heart chakra and creating  

space for deeper breath, deeper breathing habits 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Yoga Principles and Safety   

Set your intention at beginning of a yoga session and every AM for your day. This sets the 

mood of positivity for your day. 

Tips for a successful & strength building yoga practice:   

Yoga creates strength, balance, and flexibility in body-mind-spirit.  We cannot separate our 

body, mind, or spirit.  All three are part of self.  We cannot separate strength, balance, and 

flexibility either.  Yoga works on all three aspects in all three parts of your existence (body, 

mind, and spirit). Some poses and methods in yoga focus on one area of fitness more than 

another.  When we open up the body’s energy channels we cannot help but affect our entire 

being. This is a healing thing! 

Yoga is great exercises to strengthen body, mind and spirit IF we pay attention to the process 

and not the days “to do” list. Yoga is a time to quiet the mind, go inward, and allow yourself 

(your innate wisdom) to unfold.  

 

 

  The breath of life comes through the air 
   exchange between plants and animals. 

 
 
 
 

 



Breath: important for relaxation with yoga movements. Breathe with deep breaths to fill your 

belly space and then fill your chest space. Take short pauses after inhaling and exhaling to keep 

your breathing and yoga movements at a relaxed pace. 

Inhale with expanding motions: standing up, back bends, arms moving out and away from body. 

Exhale with contracting motions: forward bends, spinal twists, side bends of spine, arms moving 

back towards the body. 

Secrets to the muscle, bones, whole body strengthening effects of poses:   
Strong vs “lazy” yoga 

 

 
 

1. Stand strong, use your muscles and bones for strong support 

2. No sagging of pelvis.   

3. Root your body down through feet like the roots that steady a tree (or down through your 

hands if in hand supported poses such as the 'push up' plank pose or side plank pose 

seen above) and lift yourself up towards the sky. 

4. At the same time relax your body.  Watch for areas of tension, such as shoulder blades.  

Keep your shoulder blades down not up around your ears. 

5. Use your muscles and bones with awareness: yoga poses are efficient and elegant. 

Your muscles tension pulls on your bones creating stronger bones and muscles 

(stronger body cells!).   

6. Create “balance” in your poses by paying attention to one side of your body being tighter 

than the other, etc. When you do a pose that requires working on one side of your body 

(forward bend over the left leg, warrior pose with left leg out front, etc.) always repeat the 

pose on the opposite side of your body for a balanced building of strength, flexibility, and 

tone. Your movement also requires balance in the breath, moving through the chakras, 

which creates balance in emotional and spiritual clarity and calm.  Nice, eh? 

 



 

 

                         

Crow pose: one of my favorite poses!      

 

 

 

Picture perfect postures not required:  Do poses from right where you are now physically in your 

life.  With your continued practice you will get stronger in each pose. 

 all movements slow and thoughtful, this is NOT aerobics! 

 visualize yourself in the postures, internalizes the process 

 collaborate with your body, do not fight it 

 DO NOT BE A HERO:  when you have had enough, relax 

 do not try to hold poses longer than is comfortable for you 

 look like you in the pose, do not try to look like your neighbor/teacher in the poses, we all 
are in different places with physical fitness, flexibility, etc. 

 be where you are in the pose (NO PAIN, NO GAIN does not work in yoga) 

 

But… perfect posture is required. Keeping our body aligned: spinal bones stacked one upon the 

other with spacing between (stretch your torso to the sky!) and your joints stacked one over the 

other keeps your body’s structural system working together as a whole. Poor posture, poor body 

alignment, puts stress and strain on the structures doing all the work. 

Practice mountain pose, standing straight and tall with arms at side. Lift your heart towards the 

sky and lift your chin up.  Smile, you are beautiful! 

 

 



With that, let’s now talk about safety:   Safety is important to remember to ensure whole 

body, muscle, and bone health. 

•always avoid forcing the body to go farther than is comfortable for you. Remember: No pain is 

important in yoga. Yoga is not about torture. 

•you need to find the balance between pushing yourself just far enough to get stronger but not 

so far you are doing damage (this is true of all physical, emotional, and spiritual growth). 

•move into AND out of the poses with control and strength; do not just let your arms or legs drop 

like they were made of lead. Your body is poetry in motion, gracefulness, let this shine. 

•the best way to build strength is a daily practice, even 15, 20, 30 minutes.  Yoga can even be 

for five minutes four times a day!  

To Avoid Damage:  avoid jerky and sudden movements.  An example of jerky movements is 

the old school method of forward bends where you continually bob up and down to push further 

into the forward bend.  Slow and gentle is best and allows the body to stretch naturally and 

gradually! 

Balance poses:  create emotional/spiritual/physical balance 

 -pick a spot on the wall or floor (depending on pose) to keep yourself balanced 

                                           

 

Core muscles (your abdominal and lower back muscles) when strong create a core strength at 

your vital center, keeping the core muscles strong helps to prevent lower back problems 

 -strengthen core muscles by doing abdominal work and lower back poses. I will include 

a pdf of core poses which are great for the solar plexus chakra. 

 

 



Inversions:  brings your blood/lymph to brain: invigorates, rejuvenates, anti-aging 

 -dead bug pose, happy baby pose, legs up the wall pose, shoulder stand, head stand 

                              

 

Forward bends: bend from your hips, the hip joint. Do not bend from your waist; keep back 

flat in forward bend poses. 

 You will not bend as far over your legs but that is OK!  Notice when you do bend further 

down over your legs how your lower back rounds out in a C shape.  That C shape is pushing 

your spinal disks in the wrong direction, making them bulge and opening your back up to 

damage. 

                             

 

Back bends:  Go gently into the back bends, no need to force beyond comfortable.  Your spine 

needs regular exercise to keep the muscles that support it healthy and strong and to prevent 

back pain. 

 -keep shoulders down, not hugging your ears 
 
 -pull the lower end of your shoulder blades towards the front of your body, like trying to 
pull them through internally to the front of your body, this creates back bending using the entire 
length of the spine, not just bending through the lower back 
 
 -gently pull in your abdominal muscles to support your lower back 



                      

 

 

Lateral (side) bends and twists of the spine:  

Caution: If you have bone health issues do a spinal side bend and/or spinal twist very gently 

and do not try to twist far, make the twists subtle and gentle. 

Our spine's most common move is forward bending.  Back bends, lateral bends, and twists of 

the spine help to keep the spine young, supple, and flexible in all range of motion.  When you 

are 90 you will be grateful for this! 

 

                          

 

 

 

 



                       

Movement Magic is the phrase I use to explain our natural need to move our bodies, a need 

we inherently know we have. 

Your body is an amazing gift that your soul has the honor of living in.  

Find something you love, many things you love, that move your body and simply get moving. 

No need for expensive gym memberships and personal trainers. No need for expensive 

equipment. Throw on shoes and go for a walk in the woods, do some push-ups, dance in your 

living room for a half hour or so, fall in love with yoga or tae kwon do... (Yes, I love yoga!). 

Bring some magic into your life by moving your beautiful body, today and every day.  Movement 

will make your mind, body, and soul just plain happy! 

Movement will open energy in your chakras and energy system, keep your body weight 

balanced, your circulation flowing with ease, increases your immune systems strength... to read 

more benefits of moving your body, click here. 

Find peace in loving your body, moving your body, and creating energy shifts to heal your body 

(mind & spirit!). 
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